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INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT ACADEMY

Bruce Barnett and Ginny Lee
Instructional Management Program

Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Development
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For the Vast two years the Instructional Management Program at Far West Laboratory
has been investtgating . role of the` school principal. We have Conducted inten-
sive case studies In 17 elementary and secondary schools, and have interviewed over
100 principals. Our purpose has been to improve general knowledge about the
principal's role in the hope that we can provide siternative models of leadership
for principals who work in different kinds of schools and who hold different
expectations for their students.

Our work demenstrates.that successful principals:

Can and do affect instructional programs

Exercise their influence

Take a wholistic view of
their views of schooling

through routine management activities

their role by linking their management actions to
and the needs of students

Differ in the ways they ..pproach instructional management

In addition, we haim found that principals feel isolated and value the opportunity
to talk with other people interested in their role. For this reason, the Instruc-
tional Management Program is continuing to conduct Instructional Management
Academies. Ttfe first of these involved several groups of principals from different
school districts during the 1983-1984 school year. The aims of the Academy are to

allow participants an opportunity to:

Analyse their management behavior through the processes of shadowing and
reflective interviewing

Receive support and insight from working with colleagues

Learn
0
what other principals are doing in their schools

Proposed Activitiet

Several Academy meetings will be held during the year to allow principals to

t.4,6 gather information from each other about activities they.perform on a day-to-day
basis. The schedule of meetings is as follows:

Meeting 1; Principals will be taught how to nshadow another principal by
recording narrative field notes. These records are not an evaluation
of principals' actions, but a descriptive account of what they do.
Each principal will De required to conduct a shadow with hileiner
partner before the second meeting.
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Meeting 2: Participants w am how to use their shadow field notes to

conduct a *reflecti interview" with their partners. A reflec-

tive interview is c ted after each shadow and helps to clarify

the observed events and he meanings principals attach to these

events. Participants will practice forming "preliminary* reflec-

tive interview questions which provide useful background information

about their partners' schools and their roles as instructional

leaders. From this point on, at least one additional shadow and

reflective interview will be conducted befoje each subsequent

meeting.

Meeting In order to determine how principal pairs are doing with their

observations and interviews, the group will reconvene to discuss

how the activities are proceeding. Suggestions for improvement

and/or refinement will be made. Additional techniques for forming
*advanced* reflective interview questions will be taught and practiced.

Meeting 4: Using data from previous shadows and reflective interviews, parti-

cipants will begin to identify specific *themes* that are emerging

in their partners' schools. Once these themes are identified, prin-
cipal pairs will determine what information is needed to investigate

these themes more fully. Subsequent shadows will be scheduled so

that more specific data can be gathered.

Meeting 5: In conjunction with their partners, principals will use the informa-

tion that has been collected during the previous shadows and reflective

ffitcrviews to construct a preliminary model which provides a picture

#
of their oartn4s' schools and roles as principals. Participants

will have the opportunity to react and respond, to the models that

their'partners are composing.

Meeting Based on their partners' reactions to their preliminari models,

principals will formulate a final model. These comple ed models

will follow our general framework, but will include in ividual

variations and unique connections between the school context;

instructional management behaviors, school climate, instructional

organization, and student outcomes. Models will be shared among

group rembers in order to show similarities and differences among

principals and school situations.

Time Commitment

The series of meetings, shadows, reflective interviews, and model generation

should take about 13 or la days of a princi_pal's time over the course of the

year. Meetings will last an entire day. Each shadow shoyld take about four

hours, and the reflective interview another hour. It is anticipated that each

participant will conduct 5 or 6 shadows/reflective interviews during the year.

Because of the time commitment and intensity of this prcject, it is recommended

to principals and school districts that this constitute the meti. poofessirquil

development activity during the school year.



Continued Efforts

The needs and interests of the Academy participants will determine what, if any,
second year activities might be appropriate. For example, at the conclusion of
the first year, two options for continued follow-up might be pursued. First, if
tome parlicipaolts' feel the shadowing process is useful, we can begin to design a
program whereby Academy principals become trainers for other principals interested
in learning these techniques. Second, some participants might find this collegiil
group of principals to be a useful support group for discussiig topics of interest
or concern. As a topic arises, we can arrange for other principal's (ones we have
identified as part of our ongoing work with principals) to attend Academy sessions
to provide some insight and guidance. Between meetings, principals might be sha-
dowed and interviewed, thus allowing them the opqrtunity to reflect on how they
are dealing with this issue in their own schobls. In all cases, any continuing
efforts will be determined collaboratively with- principals interested in expanding
the processes initiated during the first year.

The following diagram was used to lead participants throug'i a group exercise
which illustrates how all-the components in the figure might.inflsence a
desired student outcome. The figure itself was derived from research.
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Principals can understandand,influence the varied elements of their organizations

through the performance of routine activities. Their success hinges on their ability

to connect their actions to an overarching perspective of their school settings and

their aspirations for students.
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